The P3 amplitude reduction is one of the most common correlates of externalizing. However, few studies have used experimental manipulations designed to challenge different cognitive functions in order to clarify the processes that impact this reduction. To examine factors moderating P3 amplitude in trait externalizing, we administered an n-back task that manipulated cognitive control demands, working memory load, and incentives to a sample of male offenders. Offenders with high trait externalizing scores did not display a global reduction in P3 amplitude. Rather, the negative association between trait externalizing and P3 amplitude was specific to trials involving inhibition of a dominant response during infrequent stimuli, in the context of low working memory load, and incentives for performance. In addition, we discuss the potential implications of these findings for externalizing-related psychopathologies. The results complement and expand previous work on the process-level dysfunction contributing to externalizing-related deficits in P3.
Introduction
Externalizing represents a latent construct that is thought to underlie a broad assortment of problematic traits and behaviors, including adolescent and adult antisocial behavior, conduct disorder, substance (alcohol and drug) dependence, and low behavioral constraint. The presence of a single externalizing factor reflects the purported shared etiology and pathophysiology that exists across these otherwise categorically distinct disorders and behaviors (Buckholtz et al., 2010; Gorenstein & Newman, 1980; Krueger, Markon, Patrick, & Iacono, 2005; Krueger et al., 2002; Newman & Lorenz, 2003; Pridmore, Chambers, & McArthur, 2005) . While the expression of each specific sub-component or diagnosis is shaped by other (e.g., environmental) influences, the classification of this broad, highly heritable trait disposition of externalizing identifies a vulnerability to the development of any of these disorders or behaviors. From this perspective, the identification of core psychobiological processes associated with the latent construct may increase understanding of how and why externalizing disorders develop.
When studying the psychobiological processes related to externalizing, it is hard to ignore the substantial evidence that such individuals display a reliable reduction in the amplitude of the P3 event-related potential (Iacono, Malone, & McGue, 2003) . Specifically, the vast majority of research indicates that externalizing is negatively associated with P3 amplitude in oddball paradigms, which involves responding to target stimuli that occur infrequently and unpredictably within a series of frequent stimuli. This reduced P3 to infrequent (oddball) stimuli has been reported in community, undergraduate, and incarcerated samples (Bernat, Hall, Steffen, & Patrick, 2007; Costa et al., 2000; Patrick, Bernat, Malone, Iacono, Krueger, & McGue, 2006) . Perhaps the most reliable association between reduced P3 amplitude and externalizing comes from studies of at-risk individuals defined by their familial relationships (Iacono, Carlson, Malone, & McGue, 2002; Polich, Pollock, & Bloom, 1994) . Additionally, this reduction in P3 is not only associated with "at risk" individuals, but a similar pattern has been reported with externalizing-related pathologies and behaviors (e.g., aggression, childhood conduct disorder, adult antisocial personality, substance abuse) (Bauer, Hesselbrock, O'Connor, & Roberts, 1994; Gao & Raine, 2009; Kim, Kim, & Kwon, 2001; McGue & Iacono, 2005;  O'Connor, Bauer, Tasman, & Hesselbrock, 1994; Patrick et al., 2006; Venables, Patrick, Hall, & Bernat, 2011) .
The evidence supporting the externalizing-related P3 amplitude reduction is relatively consistent across individuals at risk for externalizing and those with pathological externalizing; however, the processes modulating this effect are considerably less clear. P3 is a nonspecific measure that is often described as indexing stimulus evaluation and the intensity of concomitant executive function processes (e.g., updating working memory, applying cognitive control to inhibit a dominant response, and integrating information into existing networks) (Kok, 2001; Polich, 2007) . Moreover, the literature on P3 and externalizing consists primarily of studies involving the oddball task, which taps the executive function process of cognitive control, as well as other attention-related processes (Folstein & Van Petter, 2008; Huetti and McCarthy, 2004) . Therefore, due to the nonspecific qualities of the P3 and the limited experimental context previous research, it is unclear what component processes influence the externalizing-related P3 amplitude reduction. If the P3 is thought to be critical for identifying and classifying externalizing individuals, it is important to understand what it represents for this population and what factors may modulate its activity.
Outside the externalizing-P3 literature, researchers have found that executive functions such as cognitive control (e.g., measured by Stroop interference and oddball tasks) and working memory (e.g., measured by go/no-go discrimination tasks and n-back) are deficient in externalizing individuals (Dolan, Bechara, & Nathan, 2008; Finn et al., 2009; Morgan & Lilienfeld, 2000) . Moreover, externalizing individuals appear to be hypersensitive to motivational stimuli (e.g., reward, punishment) (Bjork, Chen, Smith, & Hommer, 2009) , which at times also appear to exacerbate their executive function deficits (Bernat, Nelson, Steele, Gehring, & Patrick, 2011; Endres, Rickert, Bogg, Lucas, & Finn, 2011; Martin & Potts, 2004) . However, little work has been done to examine the impact of these various forms of executive function (e.g., working memory, different cognitive control requirements) or experimental context (e.g., motivational stimuli, non-oddball tasks) on the P3 in externalizing individuals. Thus, the extent to which the reduced P3 of externalizing individuals reflects deficient cognitive control, limitations in working memory, hypersensitivity to motivational factors, or other factors has yet to be specified.
The goal of the present study was to evaluate the influence of components of executive functioning (e.g., cognitive control, working memory) and experimental context (e.g., incentives) on trait externalizing-related P3 modulation. While it is difficult to separate out the impact of a global executive function deficit from a more specific deficit, the present study sought to clarify the factors that may additively or interactively moderate the externalizing-related deficit in P3. More specifically, using a modified version of Casbon and colleagues' (2003) n-back task, we examined the impact of cognitive control (i.e., alternation or inhibition of dominant responses in reaction to infrequent stimuli; Casbon, Curtin, Lang, & Patrick, 2003) , working memory load (1-back and 2-back), and motivational context (incentives, specifically, reward and punishment) on P3 amplitude in a sample of incarcerated male offenders. Moreover, Krueger and colleagues (2002) note that externalizing represents a common latent pathway toward a variety of pathological behaviors, such as adult antisocial behavior, conduct disorder, alcohol dependence, drug dependence, and low constraint. Accordingly, in addition to exploring the trait externalizing-P3 relationship, we conducted supplemental analyses to examine the association between externalizing-related psychopathologies and the P3 response. Ultimately, by clarifying the cognitive processes that impact the P3 response in externalizing individuals, we also may be able to more precisely classify and treat these individuals.
Method

Participants
Participants were 141 male inmates (30% African-American, 70% Caucasian) from a medium-security prison facility in Southern Wisconsin (mean age 31.04 years, SD = 6.58). Individuals were recruited for participation if they met the following criteria: were between the ages of 18-45 years, had no history of psychosis or bipolar disorder, were not currently taking psychotropic medication, and scored 70 or higher on an estimate of IQ, the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS-IQ: Wechsler, 1997) . All participants provided written informed consent according to the procedures set forth by the University of Wisconsin-Madison Human Subjects Committee. Participants earned $20 for their completion of the self-report measures and the experimental task. Three outliers on the overall P3 response were identified using Studentized residuals (with Bonferroni-corrected p values < .05), and were excluded from analyses. The final sample consisted of 138 participants. Sample characteristics and descriptive statistics are presented in Table 1 . The ESI is a 100 item self-report measure that considers a range of disinhibitory and aggressive traits, along with tendencies toward substance abuse across the lifespan. This abbreviated version of the measure was developed from the original scale that consisted of 415 items (Krueger, Markon, Patrick, Benning, & Kramer, 2007) . Total scores range from 100 to 400 and higher scores on the ESI-100 are shown to correlate with lower constraint and higher negative emotionality on the Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire-Brief Form (MPQ-BF; Krueger, Caspi, Moffitt, Silva, & McGee, 1996; Patrick, Curtin, & Tellegen, 2002) . For this sample, the internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha) was .97.
Externalizing Spectrum Inventory (ESI;
Conduct disorder (CD) and adult antisocial behavior (AAB)
Participants were assessed for antisocial symptoms during a semi-structured interview and file review. Following the Diagnostic Statistical Manual-IV (DSM-IV) criteria, CD scores were calculated by summing the number of endorsed childhood (15 years and The AUDIT and DUDIT are widely used screening instruments that assess harmful and hazardous drinking and drug use, respectively. The AUDIT, a 10-item self-report measure has a total score range from 0 to 40, with a higher scores indicating problematic (i.e., dependent) drinking. The DUDIT, an 11-item self-report questionnaire, measures frequency of drug use, drug-related problems, and drug dependence symptoms. Scores on the DUDIT range from 0 to 44, with higher scores suggestive of more severe (i.e., dependent) drug problems. These assessment measures focus on the year of heaviest drinking/drug use. Psychometrically, these instruments have demonstrated high internal consistency, test-retest reliability, convergent validity, sensitivity, and specificity (Reinert & Allen, 2007; Voluse et al., 2012) . In this sample, the internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha) was .91 and .92, for the AUDIT and DUDIT, respectively.
Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire-Brief Form (MPQ-BF; Patrick et al., 2002)
The MPQ-BF is a 155-item self-report questionnaire that assessment personality traits across the lifespan. One of the three orthogonal higher-order factors, Constraint (CON), is frequently related to externalizing tendencies (Krueger, Caspi, & Moffitt, 2000) . Individuals low on constraint (CON, reverse scored) are characterized by impulsivity, low harm avoidance, and disinhibition. Biometric analyses of externalizing routinely include CON, along with conduct disorder, adult antisocial behavior, and substance use disorders to evaluate the shared variance associated with externalizing behavior problems (e.g., Krueger et al., 2000) . For this sample the internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha) was .75.
n-Back task
The task employed was an adaptation of the n-back working memory task developed by Casbon and colleagues (2003) . During the task, participants viewed a series of letters. Participants were instructed to monitor the letters and respond with a button press if the preceding letter in the n-back position was different from the current letter (e.g., a mismatch trial). Participants were instructed to withhold their response when the preceding letter matched the current stimulus (e.g., a match trial). The majority of trials were mismatch trials (80%), whereas match trials were infrequent (occurring 20% of the time). The task also included a manipulation of working memory load. In the low load (1-back) condition, participants were instructed to determine whether the currently presented letter matched the immediately preceding letter in the sequence. In the high load (2-back) condition, participants were required to monitor and maintain the stimulus information in working memory in order to determine whether the letter stimulus 2 positions earlier matched the current letter. Finally, the task manipulated incentives on a subset of trials; in separate blocks participants received reward following a correct response or punishment following an incorrect response (see below for details).
Stimulus presentation and response collection were controlled using the Psychtoolbox extension (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner, Brainard, & Pelli, 2007; Pelli, 1997) as implemented in Matlab (Mathworks). Each letter cue was presented for 250 ms, followed by a 1750 ms inter-trial-interval (ITI). Participants were given the full ITI to respond to the letter cue (e.g., maximum response time 1750 ms). The task was presented in a series of 14 blocks.
Participants initially practiced a brief version of the task, consisting of 2 blocks of 45 trials each (one block of low load and one of high load). Following practice, participants completed 12 blocks of trials with 75 trials in each block (4 blocks per condition). First, all participants completed four blocks (2 low load and 2 high load) of the task under neutral (N) conditions in which trial-by-trial performance was neither punished nor rewarded. Following the neutral blocks, participants completed the remaining task blocks under either reward (R) or punishment (P) conditions. Participants were told that they would earn or lose money during these incentive blocks; however, their performance did not actually affect how much they were paid. During these blocks, participants received auditory feedback as a function of their performance on each trial. During reward blocks, participants heard the sound of a coin drop immediately following a correct response, indicating the addition of 5 cents to their earnings. For punishment blocks, participants heard a brief blast of white noise (lasting 0.3 s, 96 dB) immediately following each incorrect response, indicating the loss of 5 cents to their earnings. At the end of each block participants were shown a dollar figure in green or red, for reward and punishment, respectively, representing their earnings or losses. The order of the incentive blocks was counterbalanced across participants. Of note block order did not significantly moderate the effects reported below. Prior to the start of each block, participants were given prompts about the type of block (e.g., 1-back block; reward 1-back block; punishment 2-back block) and a reminder of the task instructions (e.g. respond when the letter does not match the one n-back; do not respond when the letter matches the one n-back).
Psychophysiological recording and analysis
EEG was recorded throughout the experiment from Ag-AgCl electrodes mounted on an elastic cap (Electro Cap International, Eaton, OH) at four midline positions (Fz, FCz, Cz, and Pz) utilizing Neuroscan Synamps amplifiers and acquisition software (Compumedics, Charlotte, NC). Electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded above and below the left eye (VEOG) in line with the pupil. Impedance for all electrodes was kept below 10 K using light abrasion on the scalp in conjunction with conductive gel at each site. Electrodes were referenced to the right mastoid. EEG signals were digitally filtered offline with a 30 Hz low-pass filter, segmented around stimulus onset (−300 to 1750 ms), and corrected to a 300 ms prestimulus baseline. Trials with EEG or EOG voltages beyond ±75 V were discarded from further analyses.
ERPs were averaged separately for all correct trials for each trial type (frequent, infrequent), condition (N, R, and P) and level of task load (low load, high load). At least 95% trials remained across conditions following artifact rejection, with an average of 940 (out of 990) trials. We focused on the P3 ERP component as it is widely examined among studies that, independently and simultaneously, investigate the externalizing spectrum and executive functioning. After inspection of the grand average ERP waveform for all participants, we determined that the P3 was maximal at Pz at 470 ms post stimulus onset (Fig. 1) . The magnitude of the P3 component was measured as the maximum amplitude in the window between 370 and 570 ms post stimulus.
Data analysis
To examine the association between the P3 ERP and externalizing, we analyzed the P3 component in a general linear model (GLM) with stimulus frequency (frequent vs. infrequent), working memory load (low load vs. high load), and incentive condition (neutral, punishment, or reward) as within-subjects categorical factors and ESI scores (standardized) as a continuous covariate. Age (standardized) was also included as a covariate in the model to control for changes in P3 across the lifespan (Jha, Shukla, Nag, Kar, & Agarwal, 1995; Polich, Howard, & Starr, 1985) . The assumption of homogeneity of regression slopes was met for the model and to protect against violations of the assumption of sphericity, Huynh-Feldt corrected p values are reported. Also, given that responses to incentive versus neutral stimuli engage processing in distinct ways (Baines, Ruz, Rao, Denison, & Nobre, 2011) , we used Helmert interaction contrasts to compare processing in neutral versus incentive trials and to contrast the processing under punishment versus reward conditions.
In addition, we conducted supplemental analyses to followup our primary analysis. The goal of these analyses was twofold:
(1) to examine the relationship between latent trait externalizing, represented by externalizing-related psychopathologies, and the P3 response, and (2) to examine whether psychopathology predicted P3 beyond variance accounted for by latent trait externalizing. Using AMOS 21.0, structural equation modeling (SEM) with maximum-likelihood estimation was used to test the association between the five psychopathologies (AAB, CD, alcohol dependence, drug dependence, and reverse scored Constraint; modeled as a single latent externalizing factor) and the low load, incentive, infrequent P3 (Fig. 3 ; Table 3 for correlations). This model also included age as a covariate with the externalizing latent factor (EXT) and as a predictor of P3.
The fit of the model was evaluated according to several criteria: the comparative fit index (CFI), the root mean-squared error of approximation (RMSEA), and the relative chi-square index (the ratio of the chi-square statistic to the degrees of freedom). The CFI, which adjusts for the degrees of freedom, compares the fit of the model against the null model with values ranging from 0 to 1; with scores over .90 representing a good fit (Bentler, 1992) . The RMSEA takes into account the error of approximation in the population and evaluates how well the model would fit the population covariance matrix with unknown but optimally chosen parameter values. A fit less than .05 is considered a good fit, and a fit less than .08 is acceptable (Arbuckle, 2008) . Finally, for the ratio of the chi-square statistic to the degrees of freedom, values less than 5 indicate an acceptable model (Bollen, 1989) . For the present study, fit statistics indicate that the model fit the data reasonably well (CFI = .91, RMSEA = .06, 2 /df = 20.51/13, 2 p-value = .09). Moreover, in this sample, the internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha) was .65 for the latent trait (EXT) (see Section 3 for information regarding factor loading).
Results
Task-related effects on P3 amplitude
Given that our n-back task manipulated factors of stimulus frequency (trial type), working memory load, and incentives, we first sought to examine these task-related effects on P3 amplitude. The main effect of load was significant F(1,137) = 74.66, p < .01, Á p 2 = .35, such that the low load condition elicited a larger P3 relative to the high load condition. There was also a significant main effect of trial type on the P3 response F(1,137) = 556.20, p < .01, Á p 2 = .80, indicating that infrequent trials elicited a stronger P3 than frequent trials. Incentive also had a significant effect on P3, F(2,274) = 30.38, p < .01, Á p 2 = .18, such that P3 during incentivized trials was larger than during neutral trials; however, there were no significant differences between reward and punishment conditions, (p = .79, LSD test). Additionally, the trial type by load interaction was significant, F(1,137) = 59.22, p < .01, Á p 2 = .40, indicating that the effect of trial type (frequent versus infrequent trials) was greater in the low load condition. The load by incentive interaction was also significant, F(2, 274) = 3.29, p = .04, Á p 2 = .02, indicating greater differences between incentive versus neutral trials in the low load condition; but no differences in the high load condition or between punishment and reward. Lastly, the trial type by incentive interaction was significant, F(2, 274) = 27.75, p < .01, Á p 2 = .17, with the effect of incentive (both reward and punishment) more so than neutral conditions, relating to greater P3 responses in both frequent and infrequent trials. No other task effects were significant. Descriptive statistics for task-related P3 effects are provided in Table 2 .
Effects of Trait Externalizing (ESI) on P3 amplitude
The main effect of ESI was not significant (p = .23), illustrating that the ESI total score does not relate to P3 amplitude reduction across the experimental context. Demonstrating that the P3 is influenced by a variety of task-related factors, the four-way interaction between trial type, load, incentive and ESI was significant, F(2,270) = 3.93, p = .02, Á p 2 = .03. Specifically, examination of the Helmert interaction contrasts for the four-way interaction indicated that the incentive (punishment and reward) versus neutral contrast was significant F(1,135) = 5.92, p = .02, Á p 2 = .04, whereas the reward versus punishment contrast was not, F(1,135) = 2.15, p = .16. Given this difference, the following analyses combine the punishment and reward trials (incentive).
In order to unpack this significant four-way interaction, we examined the effects of the ESI total score, load, and incentive (punishment/reward and neutral) on the P3 component in each trial type, respectively. Neither the main effect of ESI nor any higher order interactions were significant in frequent trials, p's > .32. For infrequent trials, there was a significant ESI by load by incentive interaction, F(1,135) = 8.67, p < .01, Á p 2 = .06. Simple effects indicated that as ESI scores increased, there was a significant decrease in P3 during the low load infrequent (match) trials with incentives (B = −.93, p = .03). The simple effect of ESI was not significant in the low load neutral infrequent condition (B = −.71, p = .10) or for either of the high load trials (neutral: B = −.19, p = .64; incentive: B = .21, p = .62; Fig. 2 ). Together, these findings indicate that the presence of incentive undermines P3 responses to the infrequent stimuli in externalizing, particularly when task demands are lower (e.g., low load).
Supplemental analyses: externalizing-related psychopathologies
The SEM model indicated that four of the five psychopathologies were significantly related to the latent trait of externalizing (AAB: p < .05, CD: p < .01, AUDIT: p < .01, DUDIT: p <. 01, CON reverse scored: p = .28), with higher levels of each pathology related to higher levels of externalizing. Moreover, the latent trait of externalizing (EXT) was significantly (p = .03) and inversely related to the P3 estimate (i.e., low load, incentive, infrequent) ( Fig. 3) . While age was moderately and negatively related to the P3 estimate (p = .06), it was a nonsignificant covariate in the path model (p = .89). Lastly, examination of the modification indices suggested that none of the five manifest variables predicted P3 beyond what was predicted by the latent trait. Overall, this model suggests that externalizingrelated pathologies, except for low constraint, make up a latent trait of externalizing, and this latent trait is the best predictor of the distinctive P3 reported in the primary analysis above.
Discussion
The primary goal of this study was to clarify the executive function processes and experimental factors that influence the well-documented abnormal P3 response in externalizing individuals. Additionally, we were interested in expanding the Fig. 2 . Effect of ESI scores on P3 Amplitude. The relationship between ESI scores and P3 was associated with load, trial type and incentives (load x trial type × incentive × ESI interaction). Using point estimates generated from the general linear model, the P3 means for the interaction contrast in the frequent (mismatch) and infrequent (match) trials were calculated at 1.5 SD below and above the sample mean ESI total scores, respectively. Error bars represent the standard error for the point estimates. There was no ESI-related difference for mismatch trials in low load, but there was a significant difference for the low load match trials, specifically in the incentive match trials (*p < .05). There were no significant ESI-related effects in the high load condition. examination of this phenomenon beyond the oddball task, which has dominated past research. In the present study, there was no evidence of an overall reduction in the P3 response as it related to ESI total scores. However, a complex four-way interaction emerged, highlighting several factors that interactively moderate the P3 deficit of externalizing individuals.
In essence, the four-way interaction showed that observing a P3 deficit among high ESI scoring individuals was a function of demands for cognitive control and the incentives provided for correct or incorrect responses. More specifically, when participants were required to modify a dominant response set by withholding a response on the infrequent match trials, ESI scores were significantly and negatively associated with the amplitude of the P3 response during incentivized blocks. Additionally, the significant four-way interaction indicated that this P3 deficit was observed under low working memory, but not high working memory load conditions. Fig. 3 . Structural equation model of the predictive paths between the latent externalizing disorders factor and the significant P3 simple effect from the primary analysis (low load, incentive, infrequent trial type). Path coefficients are standardized beta weights and are all significant at p < .05, except for the relationship between Constraint (reverse scored) and the EXT latent trait. AAB, adult antisocial behavior; CD, conduct disorder; Alc, AUDIT; Drug, DUDIT; CON (rev), MPQ-BF constraint reverse scored; EXT, externalizing latent trait; P3, low load, incentive, infrequent trial type.
In light of evidence that P3 responses tend to decrease under high load conditions (Ahmed & De Fockert, 2012) and the behavior problems associated with trait externalizing are related to deficient working memory capacity (e.g., Bogg & Finn, 2010; Endres et al., 2011; Giancola, 2000) , it could be expected that the externalizingrelated deficit in P3 would be greater under high load conditions. However, this expectation was not supported in the present study. Moreover, in the externalizing literature, the effects of cognitive load on P3 are equivocal. Whereas studies involving the oddball task do not generally report significant effects of task difficulty on P3 Patrick et al., 2006) , our 2-back manipulation resulted in significantly smaller P3 responses across all participants. This significant effect, in turn, may have limited the opportunity of observing, more specific, externalizing-related differences in P3 owing to the strength of the condition manipulation (see de Fockert & Bremner, 2011; Gazzaley, 2011; Lissek, Pine, & Grillon, 2006) . While recognizing the potential importance of deficient working memory capacity for the behavior problems of externalizing individuals, the current study found no evidence that increasing cognitive load was associated with the externalizingrelated P3 deficit.
As in previous research using other paradigms (e.g., oddball, Go/No-Go), the present study revealed evidence of a P3 deficit among high ESI scoring individuals under low working memory load conditions. In each of these paradigms, high externalizing individuals display decreased P3 on trials that require them to revise a dominant response set in reaction to infrequent stimuli. Such requirements are strongly associated with cognitive control and thus highlight the general importance of this variable for observing externalizing-related differences in P3. In contrast to previous studies, however, the present study found that the effect of the cognitive control was moderated by incentives and cognitive load. The important contribution of incentives for observing externalizingrelated differences in performance has been documented across a variety of experimental paradigms (Martin & Potts, 2004; . In spite of this, incentive manipulations have rarely, if ever, been used with the oddball paradigm, so clearly are not necessary for observing reduced P3 responses in externalizing individuals. Thus, closer examination of the experimental manipulations used in the oddball and n-back tasks may clarify the contribution of incentives to P3 differences in externalizing individuals, as well as their implications for cognitive control.
In the oddball task, participants must monitor the presentation of circles and alter their dominant response on infrequent trials when the circle is modified to depict a head with a nose and ear. The oddball stimuli are not only infrequent and demand response alteration, but they are also intrinsically visually salient. By contrast, in the 1-back condition of the current task, all stimuli are standard letters and thus have no intrinsic salience. Consequently, target detection relies on continuous vigilance by the participant in order to match the content of the stimuli (i.e., Is the current letter the same as the previous letter? Owen, McMillan, Laird, & Bullmore, 2005) . As such, the incentive manipulation may be seen as providing a top-down or extrinsically mediated increase in the salience of infrequent events. Across paradigms, therefore, it may be that a combination of demands for cognitive control and high motivational salience (i.e. either intrinsic or extrinsic) are necessary for observing the externalizing-based P3 amplitude reduction.
One interpretation of the importance of cognitive control and motivational salience is that the P3 represents the downstream effect of attention being captured by motivational salience. The manipulations using various shapes, rewards/punishments, and frequency all are designed to make a particular stimulus stand out and bring about change in behavior. To the extent that externalizing individuals are prone to over-allocate resources to these salient or motivationally significant stimuli, they have fewer cognitive resources available for executive functions. Ultimately, this particular distribution of resources undermines the quality of evaluative stimulus processing as measured by P3 amplitude (Baskin-Sommers & Newman, 2013) . Although speculative, this interpretation is consistent with externalizers' strong attentional orienting to salient cues, dysfunction in identifying T2 stimuli in the attentional blink task, difficulty classifying rare or unexpected stimuli in the oddball task, and problems shifting their focus to inhibit drug craving and violent responses (e.g., Ávila & Parcet, 2001; Baskin-Sommers, Wallace, MacCoon, Curtin, & Newman, 2010; Baskin-Sommers, Wolf, Buckholtz, Warren & Newman, 2012; Wallace & Newman, 1997; see Baskin-Sommers & Newman, 2013 for review).
In addition to focusing on trait externalizing (ESI scores), we also examined the relationship between P3 and externalizing-related psychopathologies. Following up on the significant interaction found for the ESI scores, a latent variable (made up of alcohol use, drug use, conduct disorder, and adult antisocial behavior) also was found to predict this specific P3 deficit. Although Constraint did not load onto the latent EXT variable, 1 there was no evidence that any single psychopathology was a better predictor of this P3 effect than the representative latent trait. The fact that latent EXT was comprised of the more pathological behavioral expressions of externalizing (e.g., substance abuse and criminal behavior) supports the importance of the reduced amplitude of P3 as a neurobiological risk factor for a cluster of diagnostic and behavioral problems (Patrick et al., 2006) . Thus, general trait externalizing, whether measured through latent EXT or ESI scores, appears to represent a broad cluster of problematic disinhibitory traits and behaviors that are reliably predictive of this particular neurobiological factor.
Before concluding, we consider potential limitations of the current study. First, while it is notable that there were some similarities between this n-back task and the traditional oddball task, there were also significant disparities. Utilizing variations in motivational context, cognitive load, and the application of a response inhibition component introduced diverse demands on executive functions and evaluative processing. However, despite the variation in experimental conditions, the premise that certain processing capacities are reflected in the P3 and deficient in externalizing is consistently 1 Although the Krueger and colleagues' (2002) original model included low Constraint as one of the indicators of latent EXT, most studies have not included the personality-based predictor of low Constraint, and more often, utilize substancerelated or criminal behavior indicators to model the latent trait (Finn et al., 2009; Gilmore, Malone, Bernat, & Iacono, 2010) . Thus, it is unclear if the lack of a personality-externalizing-psychobiological relationship in this study relates to our sample (e.g., perhaps related to the restricted range of scores in prisoners) or a more widespread phenomenon that has been overlooked. supported across experimental contexts. Second, the present sample consisted solely of male prisoners. Though there was variability in the level of trait externalizing and externalizing-related pathologies (see Table 1 ), in general, the homogeneous nature of the sample may limit its generalizability to other populations, including individuals who do not meet a specific externalizing-related diagnosis but report higher scores on trait externalizing, at-risk samples, or females with externalizing traits/behaviors.
Overall, externalizing is related to a range of behavior problems that include drug and alcohol dependence, conduct disorder, impulsivity, and adult antisocial behavior. Previous studies indicate that a reduction in P3 amplitude is associated with externalizingrelated pathological traits and behaviors. Despite the reliability of this finding, little research has been done to clarify the context in which the P3 reduction is present or to identify the psychobiological processes contributing to this response. Results from the present study suggest that externalizing individuals may display a reduced P3 response because of a propensity to over-allocate attention to motivational or salient information and, as such, have limited resources to exercise cognitive control during these contexts. Additionally, demands on working memory load do not seem to be a consistent factor impacting the externalizing-based P3 deficit. In light of the fact that no other study has examined the P3-working memory-externalizing relationship, further research is needed to clarify the potential relevance of working memory for the P3 deficit of externalizing individuals. By working to identify specific factors that contribute to the externalizing-P3 relationship, it may be possible to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of the process-level dysfunction contributing to the disinhibited behavior of these individuals.
